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Case study on installation and dynamic testing of large diameter steel tubular piles in 
sand 

Etude de cas sur l’installation et l’essai dynamique des piles tubulaires à large diamètre dans le sable 

P.K. Wong and R.B. Kelly 
Coffey Geotechnics Pty Ltd. Australia. 

ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a case study on the design, installation and dynamic load testing of steel tubular piles for a new bridge across the
Murray River between Victoria and NSW in Australia.  Each of the four river piers is supported by a row of three 1.5m diameter steel 
tubular piles each having a required ultimate capacity of 16.4MN.  The piles were driven into dense to very dense silty sand at depths
of about 18m below riverbed level and about 40m below river bank level.  The soil within the piles was partially mucked out 
following driving, and filled with reinforced concrete.  Prior to installation of the bridge piles, several 355mm diameter steel tubular
piles installed for temporary works were dynamically tested.  These piles plugged during driving and behaved as true displacement
piles, and the testing showed high shaft frictions in the sands.  Dynamic load testing was carried out during driving (open ended) and
after concreting of the bridge piles.  The test results indicated significantly lower shaft friction compared to the 355mm diameter piles. 
This was attributed to a phenomenon known as friction fatigue for the low displacement, large diameter piles which did not plug
during installation.  Testing of the concrete plugged piles was complicated by the sharp change of pile impedance at the concrete/soil
plug interface and pore pressures induced within the soil plug beneath the concrete.  The final testing demonstrated ultimate load
capacities in excess of 18MN, and monitoring during construction of the bridge showed satisfactory pile group settlement
performance. 

RÉSUMÉ
Ce document présente une étude de cas sur le modèle, l’installation et l’essai de la charge dynamique des piles tubulaires et
métalliques pour un nouveau pont au-dessus de la Rivière Murray entre l’état du Victoria et celui du NSW en Australie.  Chacun des
quatre piliers est soutenu par une rangée de trois piles tubulaires et métalliques au diamètre de 1.5m, chacun ayant une capacité
nécessaire et maximale de 16.4MN. Les piles sont plantées dans un sable très dense à 18m de profondeur en-dessous le lit de la rivière 
et à 40m en-dessous le bord de la rivière. Le sol dans lequel se trouvent les piles est devenu partiellement boueux suite aux forages et
a été consolidé avec du béton armé.  Suite à l’installation des piles du pont, plusieurs piles tubulaires et métalliques au diamètre de
355mm ont été installées pour des travaux temporaires et ont été testés dynamiquement. Ces piles tubulaires ont été branchées
pendant leur conduite et se comportent comme de vraies piles tubulaires de remplacement. Leur essai a montré des frictions à grandes
amplitudes dans les sables.  L’essai à charge dynamique a été mené durant la conduite (sans limites), ainsi qu’après avoir bétonné les
piles du pont. Les résultats de l’essai ont indiqué de façon signifiante une friction à faible amplitude comparée à celle des piles
tubulaires de 355m de diamètre. On attribue cela au phénomène connu comme étant la fatigue de la friction pour un faible
déplacement, en ce qui concerne les piles à large diamètre qui n’ont pas été branchées lors de leur installation. L’essai sur les piles
branchées et bétonnées était compliqué a cause du changement brusque de la résistance des piles à l’interface des branchements sur le 
sol bétonné par rapport aux pressions appliquées et induites au niveau des fondations dans le sol sous le béton. L’essai final a
démontré que les capacités de charge maximale ne devaient pas excéder 18MN et les éléments de contrôle durant la construction du
pont ont montré de façon satisfaisante la bonne performance de la mise en place de ce groupe de piles. 
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1 PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND SUBSURFACE 
CONDITIONS 

The project involves the construction of a new bridge across the 
Murray River located between Robinvale in Victoria and Euston 
in NSW, Australia.  The three spans that cross the river have a 
total length of about 172.5m.  This section of the bridge is an 
incrementally launched single-cell prestressed box girder, and is 
supported on four piers, Piers 2 to 5.  Piers 2 and 5 are located 
at the river bank, while Piers 3 and 4 are located within the 
river.  Further details of the project have been described in 
Wheeler et al (2006).  The geotechnical conditions at the site are 
summarised in Table 1. 

The very dense Silty Sand layer below about RL35m was 
considered to be a good founding stratum for axial loading, but 
the pile foundation design also had to take into consideration 
requirements for lateral load and moment resistance.  The 
presence of weaker layers below founding layers also had to be 

taken into account.  The as-constructed founding levels were 
RL8.5m for Piers 2 and 5, and RL20m for Piers 3 and 4. 

2 PILE DESIGN 

Each of the river bridge piers was supported by a row of three 
1.5m diameter steel tubular piles.  Following installation of the 
casing to the required depth, the soil inside the piles was 
partially mucked out and a reinforced concrete plug cased.  The 
piles develop their load capacity via a combination of shaft 
adhesion and end bearing pressure. 

Based on the investigation results, the parameters adopted 
for the preliminary pile group design are summarized in Table 
2.  They were modified during pile installation when dynamic 
pile load test results of the Piers 2 and 5 piles became available, 
and the original design parameters are shown in brackets in 
Table 2. 
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Table 1: Material Type and Levels (AHD) of Materials Encountered 

Material 
SPT – 

N
Value 

CPT 
qc value 
(MPa) 

South 
Bank 
Pier 2 
(RL) 

River 
Piers 
3 & 4 
(RL) 

North 
Bank 
Pier 5 
(RL) 

Sandy Silt 
(firm to 
stiff) 

<10 -
49 to 

41
41 to 

39
49 to 

45

Silty Sand 
(loose to 
dense) 

10 to 
35 -

41 to 
35.5 

39 to 
36

45 to 
35.5 

Silty Sand 
(very 
dense)(1)

50 to 
>80 -

35.5 to 
21

36 to 
21

35.5 to 
19.5 

Silty Sand 
(dense) 

35 to 
45 20 to 40 

21 to 
20

21 to 
16.5 

19.5 to 
14

Sandy Silt 
(medium 
dense) 

15 to 
25 10 to 15 

20 to 
10

16.5 
to 10 

14 to 
9.5 

Silty Sand 
(dense)(2)

30 to 
40 20 to 30 10 to 5 

10 to 
5

9.5 to 5 

Silty Sand 
(medium 
dense) 

15 to 
30

10 to 15 
Below 
RL5 

Below 
RL5 

Below 
RL5 

(1) Founding stratum for Piers 3 and 4 
(2) Founding stratum for Piers 2 and 5 

Table 2: Pile Design Parameters 

Foundation 
Material 

Elastic 
Modulus 

(MPa) 

Ultimate Shaft 
Friction (kPa) 

Ultimate End 
Bearing 
Pressure 
(MPa) 

Sandy Silt 
(firm to stiff ) 

scoured zone scoured zone scoured zone 

Silty Sand 
(loose to 
dense) 

scoured zone scoured zone scoured zone 

Silty Sand 
(very dense) 

50(1) (100)
70 (1) (75 to 

150)
-

Silty Sand 
(dense) 

50 50 8.3 to 9.1(2)

Sandy Silt 
(medium 
dense) 

40 50 - 

Silty Sand 
(dense) 

80 70 4.3(3)

Silty Sand 
(medium 
dense) 

40 - - 

(1) Reduced after dynamic testing of open tubes at Piers 2 and 5 
(original values in brackets) 

(2) For Piers 3 and 4 piles, pile toe level = RL20m (i.e. 3.5m above 
the top of underlying weaker layer) 

(3) For Piers 2 and 5 piles, pile toe level = RL8.5m. 

The pile group design was based on an Ultimate Limit State 
design method.  From pile group analyses subjected to the 
various load combinations, the maximum design ultimate axial 
load on a pile was calculated to be 11.5MN.  A minimum of one 
dynamic pile load test with wave matching was to be carried out 
at each pile group (i.e. min 33% testing) before and after casing 
of the concrete plug.  A geotechnical reduction factor of 0.7 was 
adopted for design, such that the dynamic load tests had to 
demonstrate an ultimate geotechnical capacity of 16.4MN 
below the design scour level.  The design scour levels were 
RL35m at Pier 2, and RL33m at Piers 3, 4 and 5. 

3 PILE INSTALLATION AND DYNAMIC PILE LOAD 
TESTING 

3.1 Installation Details 

The piles were installed using a 14 tonne accelerated hydraulic 
hammer (Junttan HHK14A).  This hammer was also used for 
testing the piles prior to mucking out and casting of the 
reinforced concrete plugs.  At the founding levels, driving sets 
(restrike) were generally 3.5mm to 8mm/blow, at measured 
transfer energy in the range of 400kJ to 500 kJ typically. 

The piles for Piers 2 and 5 had a wall thickness of 20mm and 
a driving shoe thickness of 25mm over a length of 0.6m.  They 
were originally intended to have an embedded length of about 
25m at Pier 2 and 27m at Pier 5, but were later lengthened due 
to concerns of insufficient capacity during pile installation.  The 
piles for Piers 3 and 4 had a modified driving shoe, comprising 
a 3.5m long cruciform inside the pile casing made of 20mm 
wall thickness steel from 0.5m to 4.0m above the pile toe.  The 
purposes of this cruciform were to (a) encourage soil plugging 
in the upper very dense sand layer during installation (due to 
relatively easy driving at Piers 2 and 5), and (b) reduce the risk 
of soil plug disturbance during mucking out. 

After driving to the required levels, the soil inside the tubes 
was partially removed using an excavation bucket followed by a 
base cleaning bucket.  A soil plug having a length of 15m for 
the piles at Pier 2 and 5, and 4m for the piles at Piers 3 and 4, 
was left at the bottom end of the piles.  During this process, it 
was important to maintain a positive water head inside the tubes 
to minimize the risk of soil plug disturbance or blow out. 

Details of the as-constructed 1.5m diameter piles, showing 
founding and concrete plug depths, are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3: Details of As-constructed Piles 

Pier 
Location 

Toe Depth 
(m)

Concrete 
Plug Depth 

(m)

Design 
Ultimate 

End 
Bearing 
(MN) 

Balance 
to be 

Provided 
by Shaft 

(MN) 
Piers 2 and 

5
40.3 below 
river bank 

25.3 below 
river bank 

7.6 8.8 

Pier 3 
18 below 
river bed 

14 below 
river bed 

14.7 1.7 

Pier 4 
18 below 
river bed 

14 below 
river bed 

16.1 0.3 

3.2 Initial Dynamic Pile Load Testing on 355mm Diameter 
Tubular Piles 

Two 355mm diameter steel tubular test piles were installed to 
depths of 22m and 19m and dynamically tested.  A soil plug 
was formed in both test piles and the open ended steel tube 
effectively acted as plugged in developing both skin friction and 
full end bearing.  Within the very dense sand layer, the 
mobilized shaft resistance inferred from the CAPWAP analyses 
ranged from 116kPa to 152kPa at the end of drive, increasing to 
150kPa to 520kPa in the 3 day restrike tests.  The inferred 
ultimate end bearing pressure was about 16MPa. 

3.3 Open Ended Pile Test Results (Evidence of Friction 

Fatigue) 

The results of dynamic pile load testing were quite variable, 
giving shaft capacities ranging from 8MN to 10MN as shown in 
Table 4. 

One of the most interesting observations made was that the 
shaft capacity does not appear to increase beyond a certain pile 
length.  This phenomenon is known as “friction fatigue”, and 
has been described by White and Lehane (2004).  It is inferred 
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to be associated with reduction of skin friction due to reduction 
in lateral normal stress on the pile shaft due to cyclic loading 
during pile installation with repeated hammering.  Figure 1 
shows an example of assessed pile shaft friction resistance for 
test pile P2-3.  It can be seen from the test results that the 
inferred pile shaft capacity remains relatively constant at about 
8.5MN between depths of 30m to 40m. 

Table 4: Results of Dynamic Pile Load Testing (Open Tube) 

Mobilized Capacity Inferred 
from CAPWAP Analysis 

Pile 
Embedde
d Length 

(m)

End of 
Drive 

(EOD) or 
Restrike 
(RST) 
(days) 

Total 
(MN) 

Shaft 
(MN) 

Base 
(MN) 

P2-3 40.0 RST 12.40 10.17 2.23 
P3-2 19.0 EOD 10.60 8.07 2.52 
P4-2 19.0 EOD 11.89 7.25 4.63 

      

Figure 1 – Shaft Capacity Inferred from Dynamic Pile Testing 

3.4 Assessment of Shaft Friction 

A comparison of the shaft friction deduced from the CAPWAP 
analysis and theoretical values based on the UWA-05 method 
described in Lehane et al (2008) has been made for pile P2-3 at 
the end of drive.  The following equations describe the 
theoretical assessment of shaft friction for driven piles in sand 
proposed by Lehane et al (2008): 

cvrdrcf δσστ tan)''( ∆+=  (1) 

where: 

fτ  = ultimate shaft friction 

rc'σ  = radial stress after installation and equalization 

rd'σ∆  = increase in radial stress 

cvδ  = interface friction angle 

  = 29o adopted for steel/sand interface. 

The radial effective stress is given by the following equation: 

c
b

i
crc v

D

h

D

D
IFRqa

−
− −= ,max1'

2
1σ  (2) 

where: 

cq  = CPT cone tip resistance 

IFR = incremental filling ratio 

 = 
2.0

5.1
,1min iD

h = final soil plug length 
Di  = internal pile diameter 
D  = external pile diameter 
a, b, c, v = coefficients with values of 33, 0.3, 0.5, and 2  
respectively, for compression loading recommended by Lehane 
et al (2008). 

The increase in radial effective stress is given by the 
equation: 

D

y
Gord

∆
=∆ 4'σ  (3) 

where: 

Go = Shear modulus of soil 

 = 7.0
1185 −

Nq

( )
( ) 5.01

/'

/

refvo

refc
N

p

pq
q

σ
=

vo'σ  = vertical effective stress

pref  = a reference stress equal to 100kPa 
∆y  = interface dilation (assumed as 0.02mm for steel pile) 

The result of the comparison is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 – Comparison of Shaft Friction Assessment 

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the theoretical prediction is 
similar to the shaft adhesion inferred from the CAPWAP 
analysis below 15m depth, but the latter inferred little or no 
shaft adhesion above 15m depth. 

3.5 Concreted Pile Testing 

Following mucking out and concreting, the piles had to be 
tested to prove an ultimate geotechnical capacity of 16.4MN 
below the design scour level.  As the shaft friction above the 
design scour level had to be subtracted from the test results, it 
was necessary to test to a higher capacity.  A 20 tonne drop 
hammer having a maximum stroke of 3m was adopted for this 
testing to potentially mobilize a maximum test load of up to 
about 20MN. 

The completed piles at Piers 2 and 5 proved to be extremely 
difficult to test and interpret due the long length of soil plugs 
beneath the concrete plug.  It was found that high pore water 
pressure was developed within the soil plug beneath the concrete 
plug during the testing.  Also, a single blow of the 20 tonne 
hammer was unable to move the pile sufficiently to mobilize the 
full base resistance.  The use of 100mm diameter PVC tubing 
inside the concrete plug (installed prior to concreting) assisted in 
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venting pore pressures during the dynamic testing, but the large 
change in impedance at the interface between the concrete/soil 
interface still caused difficulties.  The following points were 
found to be important during testing and interpretation of the 
dynamic load test results: 

• The elastic modulus of the saturated soil plug during 
dynamic testing is equivalent to that of the bulk modulus 
of water (i.e. about 2200MPa), implying that the load 
transfer is via the relatively incompressible water rather 
than the soil structure and in the process, generating very 
high excess pore pressure. 

• Stacked blow counts were required with multiple analyses 
to develop the full load displacement envelope, 
particularly if excess pore pressures could not be fully 
vented.  This testing method involved multiple blows to 
fully mobilize the pile base capacity which was then 
added to the maximum shaft capacity measured in earlier 
blows. 

• The river piles at Piers 3 and 4 were found to be easier to 
test and interpret due the presence of the cruciform and 
shorter soil plug as well as the fact that these piles were 
shorter (therefore experiencing less energy loss during 
testing) and their toes were founded in the very dense 
Silty Sand.  These piles exhibited lower set and 
significantly greater proportion of end bearing capacity. 

In all cases, the dynamic testing demonstrated the piles had a 
total axial load capacity in excess of 18 to 20MN, with a 
minimum capacity of 16.4MN below the design scour level.  
The interpreted test result for a multi-staged test on pile P2-2 is 
shown in Figure 3. 

The multi-stage dynamic pile load tests indicate that for the 
longer piles at Piers 2 and 5, the mobilized shaft resistance was 
approximately 9MN, with a mobilized base resistance of 10 to 
11MN.  The mobilized base resistance corresponded to an end 
bearing pressure of 5.7MPa to 6.2MPa, compared to the adopted 
design value of 4.3MPa in the medium dense sand layer at the 
pile toe level of RL8.5m. 

For the shorter piles with the cruciform driving shoe, multi-
stage dynamic load testing was not required to reach the 
required proof load of 16.4MN.  Two tests conducted gave 
mobilized capacities of 18.1MN and 18.5MN, with mobilized 
base resistance of 10.2MN and 9.5MN at sets of 7mm and 4mm 
for test piles P3-2 and P4-3 respectively.  The mobilized base 
resistance corresponded to mobilized end bearing pressures of 
5.76MPa and 5.38MPa which are low compared to the adopted 
design value of 8.3MPa to 9.1MPa in the dense sand layer 
below the pile toe level of RL20m.  However, the actual 
ultimate end bearing pressure is likely to be much higher for a 
fully mobilized base if multi-stage testing had been carried out. 

3.5 Settlement Performance 

The estimated pile group settlement was 21mm under a SLS 
loading of 21MN on the pile group.  Measured settlement 
during launching ranged from 3mm to 10mm only. It was later 
confirmed by the Structural Engineer that the SLS axial load 
during launching was only about 12MN per pier.  Therefore, the 
settlement prediction was comfortably on the safe side but not 
too conservative. 

4 CONCLUSION 

The following conclusions have been drawn from this case 
study:  

Figure 3 – Results of Multi-staged Dynamic Pile Load Test on 
Concreted Pile 

• The smaller 355mm diameter temporary work piles 
plugged during driving, and gave significantly higher 
ultimate shaft friction compared to the 1.5m diameter 
piles.  It is inferred that the plugged piles behaved as 
“true” displacement pile while the larger diameter piles 
did not. 

• Friction fatigue effects were confirmed on the 1.5m 
diameter tubular piles which did not plug during driving, 
with ultimate shaft friction limited to about 40 to 70kPa 
over the majority of the pile shaft.  The ultimate shaft 
friction was higher near the pile toe, giving an average 
shaft friction of  about 70kPa  below 15m depth. 

• The use of the cruciform driving shoe for Piers 3 and 4 
resulted in reduced set within the very dense sands, and 
provided a clearer base capacity signal during the 
dynamic load testing both before and after concreting. 

• High pore water pressures were generated within the soil 
plug during dynamic testing, and affected the 
interpretation of the test results.  Pore water pressures 
during testing may be reduced by installation of a PVC 
duct through the concrete plug. 

• Dynamic load testing on large diameter piles required 
stacking up of several hammer blows to mobilise the full 
base resistance and multi-stage analyses, and this was 
carried out successfully for this project. 

• The pile group settlement performance under the 
serviceability launching load was assessed to be 
comfortably lower than the predicted settlement. 
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